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Connectionist Temporal Classification



CTC

Motivation

◎ Traditional hybrid models need forced alignment to provide frame-
level label information.

◎ Hybrid systems do not exploit the full potential of RNNs for sequence 
modelling.



Proposed Methods

The basic idea is to interpret the network outputs as a 
probability distribution over all possible label sequences, 
conditioned on a given input sequence.

Example:

Input Sequence: 100 frames
Target Sequence:  hello

Traditional Hybrid Model:
Label: h h h h e e e e e e e e l l l l l l l l l l l l o o o o 

CTC:
Possible Sequence:  _ _ h _ e e _ _l l l _ l l _ _ o_ _

_ h h_ _ e _ _ _ l _ _ l l l _ o_ _
·····



Forward-Backward Algorithm



Forward-Backward Algorithm



Loss Function



Comparison



Advantages

◎ CTC does not require alignment information.

◎ Thanks to the existence of a large number of spaces, the 
decoding speed of the CTC model is greatly improved.



Neural Transducer



Why We Need Neural Transducer ?

Motivation

◎ CTC does not model the interdependencies between the 
outputs.

◎ CTC cannot perform end-to-end joint optimization with 
language models.

◎ CTC requires that the output sequence is not longer than input 
sequence.



RNN-Transducer

RNN-Transducer  has three parts.

(1) Transcription Net (Encoder) is similar to an 
acoustic model in a traditional ASR systems.

(2) Prediction Net (Decoder) can be regard as a 
language model.

(3) Joint Net can combine the encoder outputs and 
the decoder outputs to compute output logits.



Joint Net The Decoder Output

The Encoder Output



Output Probability Lattice

Forward Algorithm

Backward Algorithm



Loss Function



Comparisons



Comparisons

[1] Exploring Neural Transducers for End-to-End Speech Recognition



Comparisons



Advantages

◎ No conditional independence assumption between the 
predictions at each output step

◎ Integrated language model

◎ End-to-end joint optimization

◎ Online decoding capability



Improved Neural Transducer



Recurrent Neural Aligner

Disadvantages of Neural Transducer

◎ High Computational Costs

◎ There are some unreasonable paths.



Recurrent Neural Aligner

Expected Loss



Multi-stages of Training a Wordpiece RNN-T

[1] Exploring Architectures, Data and Units For Streaming End-to-End Speech Recognition with RNN-Transducer



Take home messages

◎ Neural Transducer’s performance is better than CTC,  but 
slightly worse than Attention

◎ Neural Transducer is very hard to train, so pre-training is 
important.

◎ Neural Transducer is very suitable for online decoding.
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